RUGGED CLAMPS
Rugged, Industrial Grade
clamps provide strong
battery connections and
efficient power transfer.

SHIPS FULLY ASSEMBLED
Each unit in the SOLAR Octane Series
wheel charger line is shipped fully
assembled — saving time
and effort right from the start.

COMFORT-WALK™ HANDLE
Shop mobility is a snap with the ComfortWalk handle. Its contoured design provides
balance and control in the service bay.

QUAD FORCE™ RECTIFIER
EZ VIEW™ CONTROL PANEL
Monitoring service progress is quick and easy with
the angled EZ View Control Panel. Featuring large
gauges and selector knobs, SOLAR Octane Series
wheel chargers are easily viewed from a distance
during service.

VERSA-TREX™ WHEELS
Large wheels mounted on sturdy steel axles
and a narrow profile make moving SOLAR
Octane Series wheel chargers a breeze on
any type of surface, even in tight spaces.

The new Quad Force Rectifier
design meets the demands of
daily professional use.

TRANSOID™ TRANSFORMER
Our exclusive SOLAR Transoid
transformer design delivers breakthrough
battery charging performance and efficiency.
Lower operating temperatures,
lower power consumption and
longer unit life are just a few
benefits of the new design.

Working in the vicinity of a battery is dangerous —
always wear protective eyewear!
UL-approved
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TECH TIP
For the best results when boosting a battery, charge the battery for
5-10 minutes at the appropriate charge rate for that size battery.
Then, turn the rate selector to start and attempt to boost the vehicle.

OS6110

OS6120

OS6130

40/15/2/200 Amp 12 Volt
Charger with Engine Starter

40/15/2/200 Amp 6/12 Volt
Charger/Starter/Tester

60/40/2/250 Amp 6/12 Volt
Charger/Starter/Tester

The SOLAR OS6110 offers professional
12 Volt charging power in an economical
unit, plus the convenience of 200 Amp
engine starting assistance.

With multiple 12 Volt charging rates and
200 12 Volt engine starting amps, the
SOLAR OS6120 meets a wide variety
of shop needs. A 2 hour timer provides
improved charging safety and convenience,
while a test function provides a snapshot of
battery function and alternator output.

Our most popular model features multiple
charging rates up to 60 Amps and 250
Amps of 12 Volt engine starting assistance.
A 2 hour timer provides improved charging
safety and convenience, while a test
function provides a snapshot of battery
function and alternator output.

OS6140

OS6150

60 Amp 6/12 Volt Charger/
Starter/Tester with Automode

60 Amp 6/12/24 Volt
Fleet Charger with
Engine Starter

The ultimate in versatility and convenience,
it features infinite adjustable charge rates
to 60 Amps, an automatic 12 Volt charging
mode, 250 Amps of engine starting
assistance and a test function to provide a
snapshot of battery function and alternator
output.

With multiple charging rates at three
voltage settings, the SOLAR OS6150
delivers professional charging power
to a wide variety of vehicles. A 2 hour
timer delivers improved charging safety
and convenience.
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